
 

 
     Medium Term Planning 

    Autumn 1 

   Fairy Tales & All About Me 

         
  
 

Mathematics  
 Sing number rhymes and action songs.  

Cut out and match different size beds and chairs for the 3 bears. 

 Fill different size bowls with ‘porridge’ in Mud Kitchen 

 Different size containers for exploration in the water and sand trays. 

 Weigh/measure out ingredients for the porridge, compare the amounts of different 

ingredients used. 

 Explore 2D shape matching to copy shape pictures in Maths Area, 

 Look at simple 2 colour/shape repeating patterns – use cubes, shapes, lids etc to copy given 

examples. 

Discover how to create a simple symmetrical pattern using paint and brushes. 

 Introduce NumberBlocks characters 0 – 6 – select correct number of objects/actions, 

compose and decompose quantity using part-whole or tens frames, recognise/match numeral. 

 
 

Communication & Language, Literacy 
 Recognise and identify own name on Registration Board. 

 Phonics activities based on Letters and Sounds phases 1 & 2. 

 Play variety of Listening games during Key Person time to develop attention skills eg Simon 

Says, Follow the Leader, Guess the Voice. 

 Read and share focus text and then ask chn appropriate questions about the story shared - look 

at how they begin with ‘Once upon a time’ and end with ‘ And they lived happily ever after’. 

 Ask four children to hold a 3 Bears or Goldilocks mask - encourage them to take turns to name 

the character and say something about the part they played in the story. 

 Use recipe and instructions on how to make porridge. 

 Read the story of Jack & the Beanstalk, ask chn to describe what the giant looked and sounded 

like - write the words on post it notes which can be stuck to a large ‘giants’ boot. 

 Talk about what chn would do if they had a hen which laid golden eggs – what would they buy? 

 Read 3 Little Pigs – encouraging chn to join in with repeated refrains ‘I’ll huff and I’ll puff and 

I’ll blow your house down!’ 

 Take turns to be the Troll or the Billy Goats – explore character voices. 

 Create class Story Map and use it to recite Gingerbread Man story. 

 Topic paper and envelopes to write letters and post to fairytale characters. 

Physical Development 
 Learn how to use tools safely eg: scissors, glue. 

 Develop a sense of balance on climbing equipment. 

 Develop an awareness of space and others around them during 

PE activities. 

 Focus on moving safely in different environments. 

 Develop fine motor skills through jigsaws, construction, mark 

making, malleables, threading, weaving large mark making 

outside. 

 Learn how to form lower case introduced Phase 2 letters with 

chalk and board during Phonics. 

 Develop gross motor skills through outdoor classroom eg 

cycling, digging, lifting, carrying, throwing 

Personal,Social,Emotional Development 
 Encourage children to take part in a range of activities in the 

different areas of provision. 

 Children to be supported in new routines: milk, snack, cloakroom, 

self registration, tidy up time 

 Formulate positive class rules together. 

 Manage their own hygiene when visiting the toilet and washing 

hands. 

 Develop independent skills such as fastening coats, putting on hats 

and gloves, changing into PE kit 

 Play name games to familiarise each other with new class members 

 Share of a range of stories that encourage children to look after 

themselves and respect others. 

 Explore stories about caring for each other through role-play, 

small world and puppetry. 

 Play circle games and matching games to emphasise turn-taking. 
. 

 

Expressive Arts & Design 
 Use playdough to make gingerbread men, 3 bears etc. 

 Increase their repertoire of nursery rhymes and ring games. 

 Self portraits using mirrors during RE. 

 Use the small world 3 Bears Cottage and Castle to develop imaginative play and story telling. 

 Recall variety of introduced Fairy Tales using puppets in Puppet Show. 

 Introduce pulse and respond with body movements to weekly song on Charanga Music. 

 Make a bridge for the Billy Goats Gruff to cross over, create goat horn headbands and re-enact 

parts of the story in small groups. 

 Create a junk model boat for the Gingerbread Man to cross the river. 

 Look at how different illustrations have depicted Jacks Giant and use imagination to draw own Giant. 

 Build a strong house for the Three Little Pigs out of construction bricks. 

 Learn and perform Harvest Festival song. 

Understanding the World 
 Bring in photos of children as babies – guess who is who. 

 Talk about what babies can and can’t do and what they need when they are young. 

 Sequence growing from a baby to child to adult to grandparent. 

 Discuss which material makes the strongest house (straw, sticks, lego) and why. 

 Explore which materials float or sink when making rafts for the gingerbread man - 

which worked well, why? 

 Explore different textures as porridge is mixed – investigate what happens when the 

porridge is heated/goes cold 

 Grow a Beanstalk – plant broad bean in clear plastic cup to observe what happens. 

 Which objects would float or sink it they fell into the Trolls river? 

 Find out about the different occupations on the Discovery Tray. 

 Play with variety of ICT toys in the different areas eg phones, walkie talkies, 

binoculars. 


